1S2	LEARNING HOW TO DRESS
Procedures similar to these might be used to encourage
good posture. A child might analyze his sitting posture and
rate himself by a scale which has been worked out by the
group. This scale might also include standing and walking
positions. Frequently a progress chart, in which are a limited
number of improvements he wishes to make, is set up by the
child and kept for several weeks. The chart may be used as
a basis for analyzing his accomplishments when he discusses
them with his teacher.
MAKING THINGS BY SEWING IS AN ART
From the simplest weaving of the kindergarten to the more
intricate construction of decorative articles and clothing, .sew-
ing is a form of personal expression which has utilitarian as
well as educational values.
As the young child sews for the fun of making things, he
will learn to sew most quickly by making what he wants,
working out his own methods as he goes. Specific processes
should be learned when the making of an article demands
certain methods for good construction which are gauged to
the child's ability and understanding. Working models help
children visualize how to design and construct their projects.
There is danger that creative power and initiative will be
limited by them, so care, is needed in their use. Laborious
jobs such as long seams on voluminous garments are time and
interest killers. The ability to use the thimble, scissors, and
sewing machine encourages interest by developing confidence.
Ease in manipulation and good standards* of workmanship
will be gained as the pupil strives to improve his own results
by comparing them with better ones.
Progress is gradual. The use of large crewel needles and
j&im in the kindergarten and early school years begins to
familiarize the child with color, pattern, and the general proc-
sewing. In the primary groups, form and color are
when tifcgs are made for the doll house and by
or making puppets.

